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Top-Level Text Structure in Reading 
Ll and FL Expository Prose 
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This study examines the use of text structure by Japanese college-level 
students in reading expository prose in their native language and in a foreign 
language, English. The top-level text structure as well as the content units of 
the students' recall protocols were analyzed to see how they use text structure 
strategy, and how much of the textual information they understand and 
remember. Most of the students possessed the structure strategy and utilized 
it in L 1 reading, but more than half of them could not use it in FL reading. The 
use of structure strategy and its effects on comprehension and recall in different 
languages are discussed, and suggestions for FL reading are offered. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of schema theory in reading, more anention has 
been paid to the reading process than the product. The schema theoretic view 
explains reading as the interaction of the writer and the reader. The use of the 
structure in text plays a significant role in communication between the author 
and the reader; in reading expository text in particular, skilled readers use a 
more effective strategy of text structure to understand and retain more textual 
ideas than less skilled readers (Meyer 1985, 1987; Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 
1980; van Dijk & Kintsch 1983, 1985). 
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Meyer et al. (1980) examined the reading process of ninth-grade students 
and their use of top-level text structure-the overall logical relationship-to 
organize the text as a whole, for instance problem/solution, cause/effect, 
comparison, description, and collection. They suggested that the ability to 
employ the organizational structure of text may develop with age and 
schooling. As for adult native readers of English, they reported more than 50% 
of junior college students, 80% of college undergraduates and 80-100% of 
graduate students and college graduates used the same type of top-level text 
structure as the authors had used in writing when they read and recalled well
organized passages; those students who employed the strategy of text struc
ture understood better and remembered more than those who did not. Taylor 
(1980) also reported that 82 % of adult English readers used the text's top-level 
structure. 

Text organization is a culturally variable structure and some rhetorical 
patterns frequently used in English are not familiar to readers of other 
languages. In ESL, Carrell (1984) reported only 26% of the intennediate ESL 
readers taking an intensive English program at university recognized and 
utilized the text structure in their recall. She suggested thatESL students might 
not possess the appropriate knowledge of English text organization. However, 
in that experiment, the students read and recalled in English; therefore, their 
insufficient language ability might have caused an inappropriate use of the 
structure strategy. If they had read the passages in their native languages, 
would they have used the strategy as effectively as native readers of English? 

In the study of text structure strategy, most research has been conducted 
into first language reading and/or in second language reading (ESL). No 
research has been done in the use of text structure by the same reader reading 
differentIanguages. This study will investigate the following research questions: 

1. How do adult Japanese readers, especially college-level stu
dents, identify and utilize the structure of text in reading their 
nati ve language (J apanese), and in reading a foreign language 
(English)? 

2. Are there any differences in the use of text structure and recall 
between first language reading and foreign language reading? 

2. Method 

2.1 Subjects 
A sample of 50 college undergraduates (Aoyama Gakuin, international 

politics & economics majors) and 50 junior college students (KeisenJogakuen, 
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English majors) were tested for the study; they were all first year students, and 
most had been educated in Japan. Their educational background was basically 
the one that most Japanese college-level students have. 

All the subjects took a mock TOEFL test (Stricherz & Ogasawara, 1990) 
of structure, written expression, vocabulary, and reading comprehension 
(max = 100). The test results were as follows: college undergraduates, mean 
= 70.08, SD = 13.94, range 46-96; junior college students, mean = 49.58, SD 
= 8.66, range 29-71. The t-test, two-tailed mean comparison, showed the 
difference of the mean scores between the two groups was significant: t= 8.74, 
P < .01. Among the subjects, 6 college undergraduates and 4 junior college 
students had TOEFL scores: college undergraduates, mean = 551, range 510-
603, junior college students, mean = 418, range 393-478. The test results of 
the students with TOEFL scores and those of the rest in each group were 
compared. In both groups, the variances for the test scores of the students with 
TOEFL scores and the rest were equal: F = 1.11, P < .05 for college under
graduates, and F = 1.02,p < .05 for junior college students. Furthermore, the 
t-test showed there were no significant differences of the means between the 
students with TOEFL scores and the rest in both groups: t = 0.17, P < .05 for 
college undergraduates and t = 0.43, p < .05 for junior college students. 
Therefore, the English proficiency level was considered to be high interme
diate (510-603 in TOEFL) for college undergraduates and low intermediate 
(393-478 in TOEFL) forjuniorcollege students. Since theirEnglish proficiency 
was different, the results of the experiment of the two groups were analyzed 
separately. Among the undergraduates, 10% of the subjects had even attended 
school abroad, but there were no significant differences in the results between 
those who had been educated entirely in Japan and those with some schooling 
abroad. 

2.2 Materials 
Two well-organized passages of expository text originally written in 

English were used for this study. The passage about "Supertankers" was taken 
from the study ofMeyeret al. (1980), and the passage "Highways" was taken 
from an ESL composition textbook by Johnston and Zukowski/Faust (1986). 
These two passages were almost the same length: 155 and 156 words 
respectively. By Fry's (1968) index of readability, the supertanker passage 
was at the 10th grade level, and the highway passage was at the 12th grade 
level. The text structure and the content for each passage (Figures 1 & 2) were 
identified by the prose analysis system developed by Meyer (1985). In 
Meyer's content structure system, the logical connections among ideas in the 
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text are specified in a hierarchy, and each content unit and each rhetorical 
relationship can be separately scored. 

In this experiment, two passages with different top-level structures were 
used because some students may prefer one type of structure to others. The 
top-level structure of the supertanker passage was problem/solution, and that 
of the highway passage was cause/effect, structural patterns which are 
frequently used in English essays. The two passages were very similar in the 
number of content units at each hierarchical level. The transitions of the two 
passages, however, were slightly different. In the supertanker passage, the 
words that showed the text structure were clearly identified; for example, "the 
problem," "the solution," "first," "second," and "third" were used. On the 
contrary, the highway passage had only a moderate number of transitional 
words, none of which, however, was deleted. Therefore, the small differences 
on the surface-level cues seemed not to have a great effect on the students' 
reading comprehension. 

For the Japanese reading, translated versions of the two passages were 
used, and the same number of students in each group read the passages both 
in English and Japanese. 

2.3 Procedure 
The study was conducted during the first regular English period of the first 

semester. Each student read both passages: one version in Japanese and the 
other in English. After reading a passage in Japanese and placing itout of sight, 
the students wrote down all they could recall from it. Then they read the other 
passage in English and wrote down their recall in Japanese. 

The students were given five minutes to read the English passage and two 
and a quarter minutes to read the Japanese passage. Since average Japanese 
students read 100 English words per minute (Ando, 1979), and average 
Japanese adults read 600 Japanese characters per minute (Kindaichi et al., 
1988), most of the subjects read the passages about three times. 

2.4 Scoring 
First, the top-level structure of each recall protocol was analyzed to 

determine whether or not the student employed the text structure strategy. If 
the students' protocols had the same text structure as the author had used, they 
identified and utilized it in their reading and recalling. Referring to the scoring 
systems of Meyer et al. (1980) and Richgels et al. (1987), top-level structures 
were determined as follows: If a protocol was recognized in two clusters of 
ideas with the words of "problem and solution," or similar words to identify 
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the text's structure such as "question and answer" or "trouble and solution," 
it was assigned to a problem/solution structure; if a protocol was identified in 
two clusters of ideas with the words "cause and effect," or wi th sim Har words 
such as "reason and outcome" or "background and reSUlt," it was assigned to 
a cause/effect top-level structure. 

Second, the contents of the recall protocols were also scored using Meyer's 
content structure system (Figures 1 & 2). Protocols were analyzed to examine 
how many content units were recalled at each level of the text structure. For 
instance, the supertanker passage had four content units: "prevent oil spills 
from supertankers," "train officers," "build tankers," and "install ground 
control stations." If a protocol mentioned these four superordinate content 
units, the reader got four points for content units at level 1. Subordinate 
content units at levels 2 and 3 were separately scored with the same system. 

The use of top-level structure and content units of each recall protocol were 
analyzed and scored by two independent scorers. The inter-rater reliability 
was .84. 

3. Results 

As shown in Table 1, in reading Japanese, 42 (84%) out of 50 students in 
the high intennediate English proficiency group and 37 (74%) outof50 in the 
low intennediate English proficiency group used the same top-level structure 
as the original passages. On the other hand, in reading English, 25 (50%) of 
the first group and 1 (2%) of the second utilized the same top-level structure 
as the author. In the high English proficiency group, 42% of the students 
utilized the text's top-level structure consistently both in reading Japanese and 
English, and 42% employed it in Japanese but not in English; 8% of the 
students used the structure strategy in English but not in Japanese, and 8% did 

English 
Japanese 

p<.05 

Table 1 
Student Use of Top-Level Structure 

High intennediate 
(n = 50) 

Use Not 
25 25 
42 8 

x2= 13.07 

Low intermediate 
(0 = 50) 

Use Not 
1 49 

37 13 

x}= 5.50 
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not utilize it either in Japanese or English. In the low English proficiency 
group, however, only 2% made use of the text's top-level structure in English 
but not in Japanese, although 74% of them employed it in Japanese but not in 
English, and 24% did not use it either in English or Japanese. Chi square 
analyses were used to detennine whether or not there were differences in the 
use of the text's top-level structure between reading in English and Japanese. 

Table 2 presents the mean recall scores of content units obtained by the 
students who used or did not use the text's top-level structure at each 
hierarchical structure level of the passages in English and Japanese. In the high 
intennediate English group, the t-test showed the students who recognized 
and utilized the text's top-level structure recalled significantly more major 
message units in English: t = 5.12, P < .01 at level.1, and t = 2.45, p < .05 at 
level 3. No significant difference was observed at level 2. In Japanese, 

Table 2 
Mean Scores of Content Units at Each Level 

of the Text Structure 

High intennediate Low intermediate 

n Use n Not n Use n Not 

Levell 

English Mean 25 2.88 25 1.52 1 1.00 49 0.51 
SO 0.93 0.91 0.00 0.58 

Japanese Mean 42 3.48 8 2.75 37 2.73 13 1.23 
SO 0.71 1.39 0.96 0.60 

Level 2 

English Mean 25 1.16 25 1.24 1 0.00 49 0.12 
SO 0.85 1.13 0.00 0.33 

Japanese Mean 42 2.62 8 3.00 37 2.30 13 1.08 
SO 1.60 1.18 1.26 

Level 3 

English Mean 25 2.28 25 1.32 2.00 49 0.90 
SO 1.17 1.52 0.00 1.21 

Japanese Mean 42 2.24 8 2.50 37 2.27 13 1.23 
SO 1.36 1.07 1.17 1.24 

Max = 4 (Levell), 7 (Level 2), 6 (Level 3) 
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however, there was no significant difference between the users and non-users 
of the structure strategy. On the other hand, in the low intennediate English 
proficiency group, the differences between users and non-users were recog
nized in reading Japanese at all levels: t = 5.18, p < .01 at levell, t = 3.09, p 
<.01 at level 2, and t = 2.66, p < .05 at level 3. 

The users of the text's top-level structure and the non-users in both 
proficiency groups recalled significantly more message units in Japanese than 
in English at higher levels. Even the students who had high intennediate 
English proficiency and used the text's top-level structure recalled better in 
Japanese than in English: t = 2.93, p < .01 at level 1, and t = 5.22, p < .01 at 
level 2. These students, however, recalled as many or more major units in 
English at level 1 than the rest of the students recalled in Japanese; this means 
that even in English they recalled the important points as successfully as the 
other students did in Japanese. For example, they recalled as many units at 
level 1 as the users of the structure strategy in the low intermediate English 
proficiency group did in Japanese: t = 0.60, p < 0.56. 

Figures 3 and 4, which show the proportions of message units obtained by 
the students who used or did not use the text's top-level structure at each level 

Figure 3 
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Figure ,. 

Proportion of message units at each 

level of the text structure in Japanese 
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in English and Japanese, depict these results. The readers, especially the 
structure strategy users in the high intennediate English proficiency group, 
recalled the important units at the highest level very well. In English as well 
as in Japanese, the differences between the users of the structure strategy and 
the non-users tended to be great at the higher levels. Another important point 
is that the patterns of the four group units of the subjects were very similar in 
English and Japanese, in fact paralleling each other. 

4. Discussion 

Two important findings related to the use of the top-level structure in 
reading L 1 and FL resulted from this study. First, in reading L 1, 79% of the 
Japanese college-level students (84% in the high intermediate English profi
ciency group and 74% in the low intennediate group) utilized the text's top
level structure; this result was compatible with the research results of Ll 
readers of English by Meyer et aI. (1980) and Taylor (1980). In reading FL, 
however, 50% of the students at the high intennediate level and only 2% at the 
low intennediate level employed the text structure strategy. In Carrell's 
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(1984) experiment on intermediate ESL readers, about one-fourth of them 
utilized the text's structure. To explain the great difference between Ll and 
L2 readers, Carrell (1984) mentioned that most ESL students "may not 
possess the appropriate formal schema, particularly if they come from a non
English background" (p. 465). In Carrell's experiment, however, the students 
read and recalled only in L2, and so they may have appeared not to have the 
text structure strategy. In the present experiment, the students read both in L 1 
and L2 and recalled in L 1 free from language problems while recalling, and 
the results showed that 84% of the high intermediate students and 74% of the 
low intermediate students possessed and used the structure strategy in reading 
L 1. Fifty per cent of high proficiency users did use the structure strategy in L2 
reading as well, but low intermediate students did not. 

Japanese expository prose does not have the same text structure as English, 
and it is often said that text organization is not so emphasized in Japanese 
essays as in English essays. Japanese expository prose has many different 
patterns. One of the tradi tional Japanese patterns for expository text is" ki-sho
ten-ketsu": it consists of four parts-ki (starting), sho (developing), ten 
(turning to a subtheme) and ketsu (concluding). However, the organization 
patterns frequently used in English-such as collection, description, problem/ 
solution, cause/effect, and comparison/contrast-are also used in Japanese 
patterns, and elementary school children learn about these basic organization 
types in written Japanese language. 

Kishi (1989) reported Japanese elementary school children (grades 1-6) 
gradually gain the knowledge of text structure and learn how to use it with the 
development of age and schooling: They develop the structure strategy 
throughout the period of elementary school. Watai (1989) also reported that 
Japanese elementary school children in lower grades often used the structure 
of collection, while children in higher grades came to use problem/solution 
and cause/effect more effectively. 

Also in this study, the majority of the Japanese students at college-level 
appeared to possess a well-developed structure strategy and used it when 
reading expository text in Japanese. Skilled Japanese readers follow the idea 
of an essay and communicate with the writer utilizing the rhetorical structure 
of text in first language reading. In foreign language reading, however, many 
readers, especially most students without sufficient L2 proficiency, failed to 
use the strategy they commonly rely on in reading in L 1. If students do not use 
the structure strategy in reading L2/FL, it does not necessarily mean that they 
do not have the strategy' in reading L 1. Teachers should be very careful in 
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judging students' reading activities in Ll only from their L2/FL reading 
perfonnance. 

The other important finding was that the ability to use the text's top-level 
structure seems to be an important strategy for comprehending and remember
ing information in the text in reading FL as well as in reading L 1. Meyer (1985) 
suggested that poor comprehenders wrote their recall protocols like a list or 
a collection of non-related descriptions about the topic, while good 
comprehenders organized recall with its logical relationships. In this study, 
most recall protocols written by the students who did not use the structure 
strategy in reading FL were in a list format with pieces of minor infonnation 
at lower levels of text; they missed the main ideas of the essay. The 
inappropriate use of the structure strategy appeared to affect readers more 
seriously in reading L2 than in reading L 1. 

Furthermore, according to Figures 3 and 4, the users of the structure 
strategy and the non-users in the different FL proficiency groups showed very 
similar patterns in the proportion of message units at each level in L 1 and L2. 
The results in L2 reading of the students who employed the structure strategy 
were the most similar to those of the users of the structure strategy in Ll 
reading. If skilled readers in L 1 have sufficient proficiency in L2, they may use 
the same strategy in reading L 1 and L2, and hence the process of skilled 
reading seems to be quite similar in reading different languages. This 
contention is supported by the findings of Block (1986) that "strategy use is 
not tied to specific features" and "the knowledge of the reading process" is 
appl ied to other languages (p. 485). Other findings in second language reading 
research based on the psycholinguistic model of reading have indicated that 
some reading strategies can be transferred from LIto L2, and that the process 
of reading is universal (Coady, 1979; Cummins, 1980; Goodman, 1967; 
Hudson, 1982). 

It is now generally accepted that language proficiency and reading ability 
Critically interact, but teaching discrete-point grammar and vocabulary show 
little or no correlation with development in L2 reading (Devine 1988). L2/FL 
reading should not be considered only as a language problem and should not 
be separated from L 1 reading in reading classrooms. Many students usually 
do not look carefully attheirown reading activitieseitherinLl orL2/FL. They 
may use strategies unconsciously, or they may fail to use such strategies 
without noticing the fact. Teachers can help students by sensitizing them to 
strategy use. As for use of structure strategy, teaching the structure of a text 
is not sufficient for L2/FL readers; students must find out how and why they 
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fail to transfer the structure strategy from native language reading to L2 
reading, and how they use the structure in texts when reading and remember
ing infonnation from texts wrinen in second/foreign languages. By relating 
the reading process in LIto that in L2/FL, students may become more aware 
of how to solve their reading problems. Teachers should encourage students 
to create the meaning of text through discovering the process of reading, both 
in their native language and in other languages. 

S. Conclusion 

In most classroom situations, as well as in reading classes, a studen\i needs 
to understand what an author says. The reader is usually required to gain as 
much infonnation as possible and retain the main ideas of the text; this type 
of reading is important and necessary for students in intennediate and 
advanced reading classes. To obtain infonnation from wrinen materials, the 
identification and use of structure in text is a necessary component of 
comprehension and recall reading in L2/FL, as well as in L 1. The use of text's 
top-level structure by skilled readers appears to be similar in reading different 
languages. In addition to the study of use of text structure, further research is 
needed to examine other strategies at different processing levels of reading 
perfonnance in Ll and L2/FL. The relationship between Ll and L2/FL 
reading has partially been explained, and more research is called for to further 
reveal the process. In Japan, research in the process of reading by children and 
adults in Ll has mainly been conducted by developmental psychologists, 
while L2/FL reading research has been done by EFL/ESL teachers. Coopera
tion between psychologists and language teachers can better bridge native 
language reading and second/foreign language reading. 

The author sincerely thanks Nobuko Uchida (Ochanomizu University ),Joyce 
Taniguchi (Bunkyo University Women's College), and Keiko Ikeda (Tokoha 
Gakuen Fuji Junior College) for their generous cooperation and thoughtful 
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Appendix A 

Passages in English Version 

Supertankers 

A problem of vital concern is the prevention of oil spills from supertankers. 
A wrecked supertanker spills oil in the ocean; this oil kills animals, birds, and 
microscopic plant life. Most wrecks result from the lack of power and steering 
equipment to handle emergency situations, such as storms. Supertankers have 
only one boiler to provide power and one propeller to drive the ship. The 
solution to the problem is not to immediately halt the use of tankers on the 
ocean since about 80 percent of the world's oil supply is carried by supertank
ers. First. officers of supertankers must get top training in how to run and 
maneuver their ships. Second, tankers should be built with several propellers 
for extra control and backup boilers for emergency power. Third, ground 
control stations should be installed at places where supertankers come close to 
shore. These stations would act like airplane control towers, guiding tankers 
along busy shipping lanes and through dangerous channels. 

Highways 

During the postwar administration of President D. D. Eisenhower, a road 
building project that would change the U.S. was begun. It was an ambitious 
program of highways to connect all major population centers throughout the 
forty-eight contiguous states. The peacetime economic boom had left the 
country badly in need of roads to carry goods between cities and into rural 
areas, for the returned soldiers demanded the modem advantages that they had 
learned about away from home. Furthermore, at this same time, the railroads 
were entering a period of decline. The war effort had strained their facilities, 
so that tracks, cars, engines and stations badly needed expensive repairs. 
Simultaneously, the number of automobiles was increasing, for there were 
plentiful supplies of gasoline, and the automobile industry was both ready to 
absorb returning veterans into the work force and willing to take their money 
for finished products. The conditions were ripe for the incredibly complex 
undertaking of the interstate highway system. 
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Appendix B 

Passages in Japanese Version 

~ct.>"( m:* 7j: IL~lHic7) 1 ~ t::, §*?;,- f] -1J~ ~ c7)1i~dJc7)mtl1HJi JI:1Ji' ~ 0 0 '*fi~ 
l t.:? ;,- t; -1J~ ~ ~.t::intttt-= l t.:1i~dJl:: J: -:>"(. mJJ%J •. ~. ~1:%J(.t9fA.. "(-l 
i -3 0 t.: It \"( It \c7),jHf.(~c7)JjjU~H.t. ii{7j,- c: c7)~&,$~t::~1~T 0 t.:~c7)iI!jJjJ t tM 
~~ilic7)1'>l"(-~00 §*? ;,-t;-I::(.tmJJ1J~fft l"(t.:-:>t.: 1 ~c7)*,-1"7-l 

1J .. 7j,- <. i t.:£m~illJJ1J"Tc7)t:: 1 ~c7)7°0r-{"7 L1J"7j,-It\o t-=1Ji'IUJlUc7)A~HH.t. fff 
1:> I::? ;,- t; -c7)fd!ffl ~~ LJI:~."( l1-3 .:. t "(-,.t7j,-It\o t It\ -3 c7)(.t. ·Uf:W'ltt:: 
f.!~*~ ~ tt "( It \ o1i~lhc7).B.B J: .:f80%'.t. §*?;,- t; - I:: J: -:>"( .i!I!~~ ~ tt "( It \ 0 
1J .. ~ "(- ji, 0 0 1-r m~ (::. § *? ;,- t; - c7)l4fLi~± I:: Mi 13t 7j,-tN!~WIlt4i1Ji'£:,~"(-~ 
o 0 ~=I::, T(Ji"fnIJ~)c7) t.:ct.>c7)~f,(c7) 7°0 r-{"7 t, ~F'{f;illJJjJ iL~c7)i'-1Jiij*, -1 "7-
~ ffo.t t.:? ;,- f] - ~!&jli l7j,- It tt(i7j,- ~ 7j,- It '0 ~'::'I::. §*?;,- t; -7'Ji'~Q1¥;i!( 

< ~~tfrT oPfrt::'.t, JtJtl::~mIJ-t!;,-? -~~@:T"'~ "(-~ 0 0 .:. -3 It.:WftiIJ-t! 
;..- ? - (.t mt~ ~mlJ ftf c7) J: -3 I::, jill ff flt c7) $. It ,fdtLlm-~ m: ~~ 7j,' HiJlII* "(-? ;..- t; - ~ -Jt 
~~T oc7)"(-~ 0 0 

"I \'fr):r.'f" 

Ilflf&, D. D . i 1 1:';,- /, ? -**1t~Ji7'Ji'i&m ~ ill -:> "( It \ t.: IIW:. i,;l I) t; ~ ~JTiT 
oJ: -3 7j,-iI1lm-~i~in-@j1Ji';ff·'f~ttt.:o .:fh.(.t, *iJi'iJ .. l) 7j,-/, 1 ry x. 1 ;n-ji!Ij"(-, 
~1lT 0 48~+Ic7)±)~r.I)ifi ~ T"'L ;fa .. ); b c7)L-~ -:> t.:o lltlf&, ·-qzf[JiJi'J]! I) *liff7'Ji' 
~~ It.:c7)"(-, ff~m1J" ~:t~mA,.~ 0 1t,(.tlmifi7'J" ~jtf!1JA,., %Jj!t~lM~~T 0.i1'i~ 
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ffll~:tJi. ~ ~ fl~.oo. To I:: (i1J\ 7j,- I) ft ffliJi'iJ\1J .. -:> t.:o .:f 11. t (II] U~I::, jtic7)f,( b Jt9 
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